AVA Heat Related Illness Prevention Guidelines

The following information was obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. The following information is the American Volkssporting
Association, (AVA), guidelines for Clubs and members use.
REMEMBER: IF IT IS TOO HOT, CANCEL OR RESCHEDULE THE WALKS! IT IS BETTER TO ERR ON
THE SIDE OF CAUTION THAN TO HAVE SOMEONE INJURED.
Prevention
Heat-related illnesses can be prevented. Prevention requires event sponsors and walkers to
recognize heat hazards. Walk sponsors should commit to:
•
•
•
•

•

Take extra precautions to walkers.
Train walk volunteers and walkers to control and recognize heat hazards.
Determine, for each walker whether total heat stress is too high, both from the
conditions of that day and recognizing carryover effect possibilities.
Implement controls to reduce heat stress: more frequent check point/water stations
along the walking route, providing fans for cooling at check points/water stations. It is
very important to provide walkers with sufficient places to rest, with shade, and fluids.
Nothing beats cool water, nothing. Sports drinks with electrolyte are good, but should
Cooling neck wraps and other items used in industry to combat for walkers are readily
available at lumber yards, and many sporting goods stores.

Special Note on Water
Provide cool water for walks. Avoid electrolyte containing sports drinks, however, if you do
provide them limit walkers to only one per person. Nothing beats cool water for beating the
heat, nothing.
Avoid caffeinated drinks, and drinks with a high sugar content. Consumption of these drinks
may lead to dehydration. Energy drinks should be avoided completely. Energy drinks have a
extremely high sugar and caffeine content: think of them as “Heart Attack in a Can”. Alcohol
should also be avoided.
Heat Index
Heat Index is referred to as the apparent temperature. It is a measure of how hot it feels when
relative humidity is factored in with the actual ambient temperature.
As the heat index rises above 103°F, there is a high risk for heat-related illness, so additional
measures to protect walkers are needed. Increase the number of check point/water stations
along the walking route where water, rest and shade are provided. Remind walkers to drink
plenty of water every 15 to 20 minutes. A Heat Index Chart from the U.S. National Weather
service is on the following page.
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National Weather Service Heat Index Chart

The above Heat Index Chart should be referenced on the days leading up to the walking event.
If relative humidity and ambient temperature are too high its best to plan accordingly. Cancel,
reschedule, or start the event earlier in the morning.
The Club sponsoring the walk should ensure all volunteers know the procedures for responding
to possible heat related illness. It is a good idea to incorporate a quick briefing of all volunteers
assisting with the walk before the walk begins. Take five-minutes to discuss all safety related
issues that the walkers may or may not encounter. Never underestimate the “little things” that
get overlooked that can cause big problems.
Plan Ahead For Hot Weather Checklist:
•
•
•
•
•

Have a list of hot weather supplies: ice-chest, bottled water, water coolers, shade, and
chairs.
Have an action plan for heat related illness: who will provide 1st Aid, and who will call
emergency services.
Have a means of accessing current “real time” weather information before and during
the walk. Volunteers at the “turn around point, and check points should have this
available as well.
Have a pre-walk safety briefing with all volunteers.
Have a pre-walk safety briefing with all walkers.
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The chart below from the Center for Disease Control shows symptoms and first aid measures
to take if a walker shows signs of a heat-related illness.
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Prevention
Prevention of heat related injury and illness is key. You can walk in hot weather, however,
there are certain preventative measures you must take.
Heat-related illnesses can be prevented. Prevention requires walkers to recognize heat hazards.
The Club sponsoring the walk should commit to:
•

•
•

•
•

Take extra precautions to new walkers, and older walkers. Ensure there is plenty of
available water for everyone. Walking in extreme heat requires consumption of at least
a couple of cups of water, or a 16 ounce bottle every fifteen or twenty minutes.
Clubs conducting walks should ensure that volunteers are knowledgeable and know
how to recognize heat hazards and to deal with them. Mitigation is key.
Determine, for each walker whether total heat stress is too high, both from the
conditions of that day and recognizing carryover effect possibilities of the previous day’s
activities.
Implement engineering and administrative controls to reduce heat stress.
Provide sufficient rest, shade, and fluids.

Hydration
Proper hydration throughout the walk is one of the single most important action to be done.
This will prevent a heat related illness. For those walking for two hours or more, also provide
access to additional fluids that contain electrolytes (sports drinks).
Walkers lose salt and other electrolytes when they sweat. Substantial loss of electrolytes can
cause muscle cramps and other dangerous health problems. Water cannot replace electrolytes;
other types of beverages are needed. Water or other fluids provided by the Club sponsoring
the walk should not only be cool, but should also be provided in a location throughout the walk
with easy to access, and in sufficient quantity for the duration of the walk.
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